
 

 

 

NEW MENU AT THE COASTAL MACHA 

The sea is perhaps far far away but fortunately not The Coastal Macha. It offers a 

set of choices that are dressed up in sauces, deep-fried in stout spices or cooked 

by means of conventional methods that have come out from the coastal area.  

Few months back, this restaurant has relocated itself to Hindustan Park. At the 

first glance, the new interior of the restaurant could with no trouble be passed off 

as a coastal eating place, in the company of its pearl white and pastel blue shades. 

Till date it has been described as a mainstream coastal dining only but as it has 

always been their trend, they have given their menu a toss, and have refurbished 

it completely. 

Other than the regular Seafood curries, The Coastal Macha has launched Ambotik 

Curry and Sri Lankan Curry to the revamped menu which can be paired well with 

the soulful Tomato Rice or Lemon Rice. They have also launched “Potli Biryani” 

which is the first in the city. 

But what will surprise you the most is their All-new Chinese Menu. You must be 

wondering a coastal place serving Chinese dishes, how can those go along? 

“Because The Coastal Macha represents seafoods as well, and here you would get 

an exotic Oriental menu that has got items like: Hoisin Pepper Sauce, Oyster 

Shiitake sauce, Dry wine and chilli roast, Sriracha garlic that are available 

withseafood’s too”, said the mastermind and Owner of The Coastal Macha, Chef 

Piyush Menon. 

Other than these, the refurbished menu includes a Quick Bites section- that will 

have fries, sandwiches (in flavours like Pepper Fry, Vindaloo) and even momos. 

There are also new inclusions in the beverage and dessert sections. There are also 

combos and thalis (Limited and Unlimited) for the singles! 



It has an extremely global coastal spirit, even though it is expressed finely. It has 

two sets of choices – One offering the Indian fares from the coastlines and the 

other is for the global fares, covering up all the courses with vegetarian and non-

vegetarian choices. This is without doubt Kolkata’s foremost progressive coastal 

restaurant and it has already imprinted a position for itself by offering south 

Indian and international coastal fares in one place. 


